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CIRCULAR

Sub:- Problems in implementing LADLI scheme.

Department of Women & Child Development (DWCD), GNCTD has informed that :-

1. most of the govt. and aided schools of Dte. of Education have refused to accept the filled up forms of eligible girls under LADLI scheme and asked girls to deposit the LADLI forms directly in the WCD District Offices, which creates difficulty for school girls.

2. Unique Identity number supplied by SBIL to the girls is not mentioned by most of the schools in the list of girls eligible for renewal of financial assistance given under LADLI which is essential to identify the girl child and her school in the data base.

Accordingly, all heads of school are requested to (i) accept the forms from girl students (ii) verify those forms, add SCHOOL CODE ON THEM and (iii) forward those forms to District Social Welfare/WCD office concerned. Head of schools are further requested to publicise the scheme and inform girls about eligibility, process of renewal and benefits under the scheme through announcements in Morning Assembly.

In case of renewal, the HOS should ensure that the list of eligible girls must contain correct school code and Unique Identity Number i.e. the 06 digit “Group Member ID” mentioned on the Acknowledgement Receipt sent by SBIL to the beneficiary.

If Acknowledgement Receipt is not available with the girl child, the UIN/Group Member ID can be obtained from the data of registered girls as available on the website of Department of WCD : www.wcddel.in Planning branch’s circular dated 23.3.2010 on process of renewal of financial assistance given under LADLI during academic session 2010-11 may kindly be seen for further information.

(B. L. YADAV)
DY. DIRECTOR(PLANNING)
Copy to :-

1. PS to Pr. Secretary (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi.
2. PS to Director (Women and Child Development), 1, Canning Lane, K. G. Marg, New Delhi-110001.
3. PS to Director (Education), Dte. of Education, Old Sectt., Delhi
4. All DDEs (Districts), Dte. of Education with the request to circulate it in all aided schools in their districts.
5. OS (IT) with the request to place it on the NET.

(B. L. YADAV)
DY. DIRECTOR (PLANNING)